The Environmental Protection Agency and Department of Transportation must set the strongest possible federal clean car standards to protect families from vehicle pollution, save drivers money at the pump, and fight climate change. Since transportation is the largest contributor to climate change in the U.S., the EPA should set the strongest fuel economy standards possible with the goal to have 100 percent zero-emission vehicles in by 2035.

As a Christian I care about protecting God's creation---this mean not only stopping pollution and fighting climate change but also protecting human health. Having non-polluting cars is important for Black communities since our communities are often located closest to highways and other sources of vehicle pollution. We carry a higher burden of harm from dirty vehicle pollution including higher rates of asthma and other respiratory illnesses. In order for attend to this injustice, we need stronger vehicle emission standards. This means restoring standards at least to levels set during the Obama-Biden administration and ideally even stronger than Obama era standards.

The EPA and DOT must act to make clean car standards as strong as possible.
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